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f1EMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino

Comissioner Gilinsky
Comissioner Ahearne
Comissioner Roberts
Comissioner Asselstine-

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: REVIEW 0F B&W-GPU TRIAL RECORD

During the staff's review of the trial record requested by your memorandum
of December 29, 1982, potentially significant information has been
identified. This information was discussed by Dr. Lahey and Dr. Wallis and
concerns the technical adequacy of small break loss-of coolant and natural
circulation procedures proposed for use following authorization to restart
TMI-1 and may be applicabl'e to othei B&W reactors. This information has
been referred to NRR for evaluation of the technical aspects of this issue.
The evaluation of this issue may put a new or different light upon an issue
considered in the current restart proceeding and result in Board notifica-
tions in accordance with NRR Office Letter No. 19, Rev. 2.

William . Dircks
Executive Director

for Operations
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ATTACHMENT 2

While the concerns expressed in References 117 and 118 were addressed to the
B&W 205-FA plants and the CE System 80 design, respectively, most concerns have

direct applicability to all PWR designs including the B&W 177-FA design.

By letter dated January 23, 1979,96 B&W responded to the TVA concerns expressed
in Reference 117. In the letter, B&W concluded that it had performed sufficient
analyses to " ensure the ability of the B&W 205 plant's ECCS system to control
small breaks in the RCS." These analyses were documented in BAW-10074A,
Revision 1.49 In April 197.9, the staff met with B&W to discuss in detail the
concerns expressed in Reference 117. As a result of these meetings, B&W

62submitted a comprehensive report regarding the response of the 177-FA plant
to small break LOCAs. The information cor.tained in Appendix 5 of Paference 62
included information on the concerns expressed in Reference 117.

The staff has reviewed each of the TVA concerns presented,in References 117
and 118. We have reviewed the B&W responses to the Reference 117 concerns and

we have also examined available information in order to address the concerns
presented in Reference 118. Where information was not available to the staff,
it was requested from B&W or the B&W licensees. As pointed out later in this
section, certain responses to the staff requests have not been received to date.
This information is considered to remain outstanding.

A detailed discussion of each of the TVA concerns is provided below.

4.2.2 Intermittent flatural Circulation
4.2.2.1 Background and Analysis Results

This mode of decay heat removal was characterized by TVA as steam bubbles being
generated in the core and accumulating at the top of the hot leg U-bend. If

sufficient vapor accumulated to fill the'U-bend, natural circulation would be
lost. The loss of natural circulation and subsequent loss of the steam generator
as a heat sink woulo cause the system to repressurize, provided the break could
not remove all of the decay heat. Repressurization would then cause the steam
bubble in the hot leg U-bend to condense and natural circulation would be
reestablished. This, in turn, would lower the pressure and the steam bubble
would form again.

,
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According to TVA, a steam bubble would also accumulate in the upper part of
the reactor vessel. This bubble would not completely condense during repressur-

,

ization and would become larger during each natural circulation /repressurization
cycle due to the net decrease in mass flow through the break. The ability to.

alternately stop and subsequently reestablish natural circulation as described by
TVA was questioned as an unstable mode of operation. With regard to the growth
of the bubble in the vessel head, B&W stated that "because of the internal vent
valves, no extensive steam bubble will form within the reactor vessel while

,

any significant liquid inventory remains in the loop."96

The staff agrees that liquid levels around the system would be in equilibrium
with the vessel level before the vessel level would drop below the hot leg piping
and into the active core region. The pressure in the vessel dome, necessary
to sustain a significantly higher head of liquid in the steam generators, would,

be sufficient to open the vent valves and allow equalization.

B&W also stated in Reference 96 that intermittent natural circulation as
described in the TVA report would not occur "due to the slow nature of the small
break transient." Specifically, B&W stated that once natural circulation was
lost, some repressurization would occur, but only until the liquid level on
the primary side of the steam generators dropped below the liquid level of the
seccrdary side. Once this occurred, decay heat removal through the steam gener-
ators would begin and the system would then depressurize. The basic question
is whether the steam generator primary liquid level.would drop fast enough from

'

the discharge flow to establish decay heat removal by cordensation heat transfer
before repressurization condensed the steam bubble in the top of the hot legs
and refilled the steam generators.

.In Section~6.2.5 of Reference 62, B&W presented analyses of three small break
2 2events that showed repressurization. These were 0.01 ft and 0 005 ft breaks

2in a 177-FA' lowered loop plant and a'0.01 ft break in a 177-FA raised loop
plant. These analyses were performed with the CRAFT 2 code for simulations out
to 3000 seconds. .

.
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; The analyses.for the lowered loop' design showed that for the 0.01-ft and the 1

-

2
0.005 ft breaks, no cyclic repressurization occurred. Liquid natural circula-<

I tion continued until enough mass was lost from the system through the break to
cause the hot lec U-bend to start draining. Once the hot leg U-bend commencede

draining, liquid natural circulation stopped. Eventually, enough mass was lopt*

from the system to expose a condensing surface in the steam generators, causing
decay heat removal to be reestablished via two phase natural circulation. The*

! analysis for the raised loop plant showed tha,t for the 0.01 ft break', cyclic2'

repressurization did occur, as predicted by Michelson. However, t.he peak pres-
! sure reached was significantly less on each successive cycle and died out com-<

i- pletely after three cycles. Once the cyclic repressurization phenomenon ceased,';

| two phase natural circulation commenced. For both the raised and lowered loop

|
designs, the core remained covered throughout the entire period of these

3 transients, thus assuring acceptable peak cladding temperatures.

i

A significant factor in the establishment of some mode of natural circulation
,

(i.e., all liquid or two phase) is that a steam-condensing surface must exist
in the steam generators before the core could begin to uncove*, For raised
loop plants, this-occurs from relative elevation differences. For lowered loop
plants, this occurs because the AFW enters the steam generator from the top.
For all B&W lowered loop plants, the small break emergency procedures require
that the levels in the secondary side of the steam generators be raised to 95%
on the operating range level indicators'if the RCPs are not running. Auxiliary

* feedwater is automatically fed to the stea generators when the level reaches
the Icw level limits (s30 inches on the startup range indication) if the RCPs

f are running. Analyses by B&W show that auxiliary feedwater will be initiated
before the vessel water level drops below the tcp of the core.,

4

4.'2.2.2 Relationship of Concern to Events at TMI-2'

i

During the course of the accident at TKI-2, the operators' tripped the last
operating RCP 101 minutes into the accident. Immediately after the RCPs were
stopped, reactor coolant temperatures in the hot leg piping were observed to

,

rapidly increase. It was during this period that the majority of the damage.

to.the reacto" core was postulated to occur. Because of this occurrence,

r
,

.

*
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concern was raised as to why natural circulation was not established after the
RCPs were tripped.

Based on examination of the component elevations in the plant, the steam gensr-
ator secondary level setpbints, and the estimated primary system inventory, it
is believed that the inability to achieve natural circulation flow can be
qualitatively explained.

.

Du-ing the initial phase of the accident when the RCPs were operating, the
crimary system evolved to a high system void fraction due to the continuous
loss of inventory through the stuck-open PORV and the limited make-up due to
manual throttling of the HPI flow. Despite the high system voids, operation of
the RCPs circulited the steam and water as a two phase saturated mixture through-
out the system an' provided ample cooling of the fuel rods.

When the RCPs were tripped, the steam and liquid phases separated, with the
-

liquid falling to the lower elevations of the primary system. For the TMI-2
plant, this is the bottou of the steam generators, the RCP suction piping, and
the bottom of the reactor vessel, as can be seen on Figure 4-12. Also shown
on Figure 4-12 is the elevation (elevation C) of the automatic feedwater control
level setpoint, which was set to control level at 50 percent of the operating
range when the RCPs were tripped- Since the THI-2 accident, B&W has recommended.

that this level setpoint be increased to 95 percent of the operating range,
whenever the RCPs are tripped.

Af ter the RCP trip, it is postulated that liquid existed in the bottom of the
reactor vess'el, the bottom of the. steam generatcrs and the RCP suction piping.
Steam existed in the hot leg piping; upper portions of the core, the reactor
vessel, and_the steam generators, and also in the RCP and the RCP discharge
piping. In order to initiate natural. circulation, the liquid level in the RCP
suction piping would have to increase such that liquid could flow through the
RCP, into the discharge piping and into the reactor vessel downcomer. In order
to raise the liquid level in the RCP suction piping, the liquid level in the
steam generator tubes must be raised to an elevation above that of the bottom

of the RCP discharge nozzle. This, in turn, can only be accomplished by
establishing a condensing surface in the steam generators above this elevation

4-52
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ELEVATidN A - BOTTOM OF RCP DISCHARGE NOZZLE
ELEVATICN B - APPROXlMATE ELEVATION OF AFW SPARGER
ELEVATION C - 50% OF OPERATING RANGE
ELEVATION D - 95% OF OPERATING RANGE

FIGURE L-12 REACTCR C00LAi!T SYSTEM ARRAMGEeiENT1
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(SELECTED ELEVATI0f!S)
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! (elevation A in Figure 4-12). Feedwater enters the steam generators througn a'

sparger at elevation B (see Figure 4-12), and would normally produce a condensing
surface well above tnat needed to force the water in the RCP suction piping up

i

through the RCP and into the difcharge piping; however, feedwater will only be
supplied if it is replenis.hing liquid lost throvgh boiling. Without the initial
flow of liquid out of the steam generators and into the reactor vessel, the
stagnant primary coolant in the lower portion of the steam generator tubes will
eventually reach equilibrium with the secondary water which will be held at

s

the 50 percent level on the operating range (elevation C in Figure 4-12). When

the heat transfer stopped, so did the boiling of the secondary water. This,
in turn, stopped the feedwater demand, and the condensing surface due to sparger
spray above the RCP discharge nozzle was lost. The ,only condensing surface
lef t was the secondary water le'.el, and it was below the elevation necessary to
allow water to flow through the RCP and into the reactor vessel. , Thus, liquid
could not flow from the steam generators to' the vessel, and the steam produced
in the core could not condense in the st~eam generators.

4.2.2.3 Corrective Action By The B&W Licensees
,

Subsequent to the accident at TMI-2, B&W has included in its operating guidelines
for small breaks the. requirement for the operators at the lowered loop plants
to manually raise the steam generator secondary water level to 95 percent on
the operating range in the event that the RCPs are tripped. This is shown
as e:avation D in Figure 4.12.

I

This level assures that a steam condensing surface will exist at elevations
above the bottom of the RCP discharge nozzle. Therefore, a sufficient static-

'

head of water will be available to establish natural circulation flow.

This action alone, however, would not have prevented the fuel damage from,

occurring at TMI-2. L Even though establishing two phase natural circulation-
would have produced a heat removal path by steam flow in the core, this would,

have, in all likelihood, been insufficient to adequately cool the core, primarily
because o' inadequate liquid inventory in the reactor coolant system.

.
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. Due to the uniqueness of the B&W raised loop design, the inad'equacies described

in Section 4.2.2.2 and the corrective action discussed in the section are not
applicable to the raised loop design.

4.2.2.4 Conclusions
,

The potential for disrupting natural circulation during a small break LOCA via
the cyclic repressurization phenomenon described by Michelson has been analyzed
and evaluated by B&W. For the raised loop * design, this phenomenon was shown
to exist temporarily but died out af ter three cycles. The disruption in natural
circulation did not lead to uncovering of the core and peak cladding temperatures
remained acceptable. For the lowered loop design, the cyclic repressurization
phenomenon was not exibited.

4.2.2.5 Recommendations

The various modes of two phase natural circulation, which are expected to '\
a.

play a significant role in plant response following a small break LOCA, s
\

should be demonstrated experimenta h In additior., the staff requires \
r

that the licensees procide verification of their analysis mode h to predict
two phase natural circulation by comparison of the analytical model results ]
to appropriate integral systems tests. #

_

Appropriate means, including additional instrumentation, if necessary,b.

should be provided in the control room to facilitate checking whether
natural circulation has been established.

4.2.3 Time Delay Associated with Transitionino Between Modes of Natural
Circulation

4.2.3.1 Discussion

TVA expressed concern that once liquid natural circulation was lost, the time
'

required for the primary side steam generator level to drop level the secondary
side level (exposing a~ condensing surface and thus commencing two phase natural

circulation) might be of sufficient length to allow the reactor coolant system
to repressurize (with a subsequent increase in ficw rate through the break) to

4-55 ,
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1 you understand, that i f HPI was left on because.they didn't
. ,

2 have both pressurizer level and RCS pressure above the
3 safety injection cetuation set point,.that you would-have

; 4 had the Michelson result, is that what you are telling me,
.

-

5 and that that would have uncover.ed the cere'anyway?'
E MR. KLINGSBERG: No.

7 THE COURT: h'h;t are you telling me, then? I am

P. not wi th you.

9 MR. KLINGSBERG: I am tel' ling your Honor that B
10 & W knew in February _1979 or at least Mr. Dunn kneu and the

paop1'e who ge. his memo and understood11 it knew and the
12 p:ople who got the Michelson report knew that there are-
13 very small breaks where-under circumsta.ces if you followed

,

14 that rule you would have a disaster. That fs why that rule

15 is no good.

la THE COURT: If you follow this rule.
.

17 MR. KLINGSBERG: That's rig.kt.
1F THE O.OURT: That's what I said to yo u -j us t now. .

, 19 M R' . FISKE: No. Your Honor, I think I can be

20 helpful here,.very briefly. First o f all, two differegt
21 points --

22 MR. KLINGS$ ERG: I also think, your Honor --

2'3 MR. FISKE: It is important that we get this
24 straightened out.

25 'MR. KLINGSEERG: I think we ought to get this

ATTACHMENT 3
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1 from the witness and that will clear it all up.
,

2 M'R. 'FIS KE : '. think i t i s important before you,

3 listen *o any other testi=ony that you understand what our
4 position is, because I am perfectly willing to let Mr.
5 Klingsberg explain this further if he wants to. ',

6
.

First of all, Mr. Klingsberg is
7 mischarae:crizing what tha exicting precedure says. This

.

P section which your Honor has in it..nt of you, .this caution
'

9 section, says if you can' t maintain level an?. prassure
10 above their actuation points, then that means --
11 T!iE COURT: That means you suffered a major
'12 interruption.,

13 (Continued on next pa g e . ) .

- 14

15

16'

17

.'

18 '*
,

.

19

20 -

21

22

23
;

24

.-

25

.
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1 MR. FISKE: Right.
.

2 Then you go to part B and part B says leave it

3 on and leave it on until you get to the point where the low

4 pressure injection.comes on. 52 that there is no provision

- 5 for terminating it at all in part B except to the point
6 where you would have to make certain adjustments to keep

7 the pumps f rom vibrating or running out or whatever. But

8 the testimony, I think, is pretty well undisputed that once
9 you are under part B, that says leave the HPI on until you

10 get down to where low pressure comes on.

l'1 THE COURT: Mr. Fiske, if I have --

12 .MR. FISKE: This is the second part of my point,

13 your Honor. This is where I think your Honor is confused.
.

14 Everything they to.'d you this morning about this

15 so-called Michelson scenario , we believe, has no

'

16 application to a break size the size of ~ the pilot-operated

17 relief valve, the so-called .007 break size that this

18 concept *of matchkup or turn around or the idea'that more

19 water will go out the break Gian comes in frem the HPI.

20 Tha t doesn' t apply to a break size the size of the PORV and

21 this idea that you get so'much back pressure that somehow

22 the high. pre'ssure inje'etion system doesn't function, we

2'3 don't believe that applies to a break size in the PORV.

24 That was'the original point of my objection. It

2S is a double, two-pronged obj ection.

s
. .. . . . . . . .
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1 First of all, that this whole discussion has
,

2 nothing to do with a break size the size of a PORV.. ,

3 Michelson didn't make any calculations that showed that and,
4 in fact, it doesn't apply.
5 Secondly, Mr. Klingsberg in putting the question

'

6 as he did to Professor Lahey has mischaracterized what the
7 B& W existing procedure was anyway. It doesn't say turn

.

S off HPI when the pressure gets above 1640. It says if with

9 HPI on you can't keep the pressure above 1640 then you have
10 got a major rupture and go to part B. Then once you are in
11 part B, it says leave it on.

.

12 THE COURT: Well, I think the bottom line of

13 what you are arguing to me is you are saying there is no
,

14 foundation for showing that this is applicable to a break
15 size of the PORV?

16 MR. FISKE: That's part of it.

17 MR. KLINGSBERG: It's got nothing to do with my
'

| 18 question. This' question gcos to the Dunn memo. It is;

; 19 talking about the Davis-Besse accident.

20 If your Honor will hear my question, it was
; 21 based on the Dunn memo which was talking about the

22 Davis-Besse accident. So how can you say it has nothing to
, 23- do with the stuck PORV.
! 24 THE COURT: I will take this testimony and I'll
|
_.

25 leave to you to strike it and when you move to strike it

|
|

|

.
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1 I'll consider it at that point..,

2 Let me ask the witness, you have heard all of
3 this dialogue we uninitiates h, ave been having here.
4 What about Mr. Fiske's position that this

-

5 doesn't apply to a 007, a James Bond size hole? o
,

6 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure why he feels that way.
7 I would be more than happ9 to have him ask me questions
8 about that on cross-examination.
9 THE COURT: I am asking you right now.

10 MR. FISKE: My point was .with two trains of high
11 pressure injection, which they had on the day of the
12 accident. '

13 THE WITNESS: Absolutely.

14 THE COURT: Tell me why?

15 THE WITNESS: Because in those kind of events
16 where you have breaks of that size you do, in fact,
17 depressurize for the initial period of time. You will lose

18 your natural cir$ulation. Once the pumps are off, you
>19 repressurize.

.

20^ THE COURT: But in our-cas? we had the pumps _on.
~

21 That's what Mr. Fiske nus saying. We had the pumps on and
22 we had both HPIs going and he is saying, why is this
23 comparable in any way to the Michelson scenario'. Isn't

24 that your position?

25 MR. FISKE: Yes.
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'

1 THE WITNESS: It did repressurize once the pumps,

_

-q 2 were turned o'f f af ter 100 minutes into the accident.
3 The only reason it didn't repressurize sooner
4 was because the pumps were left on. If they turned the

5 pumps off at any point in time once they had the high void
6

.

fractions they were generating, the natural circulation
7 would have been lost, you.would have repressurized the

.

8 system and, as I understand the point of the question that
9 I was originally asked, had they followed their existing
'

l0 procedures, they would have seen high pressure, high level
11 in the pressurizer and they would have certainly terminated
12 the HPI.

13 MR. FISKE: I object to that, your Honor.__.

'14 THE WITNESS: It indicates there is some
.

15 inadequacy.

16 MR. FISKE: I don't believe Mr. Lahey is here to
17 talk about the procedures and if we talk about them we will

I18 have to take up the heatup/cooldown curves which are the
19 universal truths of the complete application.
20 THE WITNESS: I was talking about the perfect

21 procedures.

22 THE COURT: This is in the nature of opinion
23 evidence and I'll let you cross-examine on it.
24 MR. FISKE: Cne last point.

e

25 I don't understand that Professor Lahey is here

t
._ . . _ . _ _ _
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1 as an expert witness on operatin.g procedures. I thought he.

was 'er'e as an expert witness on the system design, none of2 h

3 which we have objected to, but nobody has qualified
4 Professor Lahey and I never understood he was going to be
'

~

.S qualified to testify as to what is proper operating'
6 procedures. That opens up a whole new area here which I

7 thought -- .

8 THE COURT: I thought so too. I'll strike out
,

9 any reference he has made so f ar as to operating procedures
10 one way or another. That's stricken.

11 MR. KLINGSBERG: There are certain fundamental
12 things which, without getting into details --

13 THE COURT: I am going to overrule the objectior.
14 and take this testimony subject to a motion to strike.
15 Q. Dr. Lahey, do you have an opinion as an expert
16 on nuclear reactor, safety as to whether in light of Dunn's
17 comments in paragraph'one of Exhibit 79 a prescription for
18 operation and ma?.agement of the high pressure injection

.19 system based on pressure and pressurizer level would be
1

20 adequate to deal with small break LOCAs from the point of
'

21 view of nucle'ar safety and keeping the core covered?

22 A. No, it is obviously inadequate. Those two

23 parameters alone wouldn't allow you to proper 19 manage HPI

24 or the HPI system. This was clear to Mr. Dunn and it was
?S clear to Mr. Michelson. Other parameters --

,
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1 MR. FISKE: Objection.

, 2 THE COURT: Strike it out after the first

3 sentence. Put another question.

4 MR. FISKE: Mr. Lahey really isn' t here to sum
'

'

5 up the case. e

5 THE COURT: I understand that part of it.

7 Q. Would you expir.in your conclusion from a
.

8 technical point of view?

9 A. Well, we have scenarios that I have shown your

10 Honor on the board in which the level can be high and the

11 pressure can be high. I will show you other ones '1ater on

12 this afternoon. So there is obviously cases in which those

13 two parameters are not sufficient.
-

i

14 The key parameter you are interested in for

.

15 these small break LOCAs is the mass inventory in the system

16 and if you have a direct measure of the amount of mass in

17 the system, such as are commercially available today, then
'

18 that's an obvious choice. If you have none, then another

19 possibility would be to insure you never get into a

20 situation where you have boiling in the system and
i

21 therefore it could get into this kind of phenomena, such as

22 a subcooling rule as Mr. Dunn has put forth.

23 Q. Would you refer, please, to your figure 5 which

24 is Exhibit 3120.
_

25 A. Should I put it back up?
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'

1 0 Yes.
.

2 You have there pressure between.1600 and 2295

3 PSIG? '

4 A. Yes. It is above.the set point of the HPI SFAS
-

5 actuation and you have your level high in the pressdrizer.
5 O. What' is your view as to what would happen if
7 high pressure injection at that point in that scenario was

,

8 turned off altogether because the pressurizer level was
9 high and the pressure was above the set point for HPI?

10 A. At this point in time the only in-flow you have
11 going into the system is the high pressure injection. You

12
'

have a discharge from the system through the break, whether
13 it is here or in the pressurizer.

14 The consequences of te'rminating that high

15 pressure injection is just the hastening of the uncovery of
;

16 the core, because ,then all you would have is a discharge
17 from the system in which case the level would drop and no
18 componsating inbElow to the system.

19 Q. What conclusions, if any, do you draw from your
20 review of the Michelson Report as to whether high pressure
21 by itself or combined with' high pressurizer level is an

'

22 adequate indicator of a safe core condition?
23 A. I think it is inadequate for sure. -Here is a
24 clear example. There are others that you can call upon.
25 O. Could you explain to the court, please, why this

._ ._ _ _____-_.
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1 is a clear example?

2 A. Because in this situation I have shown here you,

3 have a high pressurirer leve2, you have a high pressure,
4 you have a situation in which you are losing mass inventory
5 from the syst m and the core is in the process of uncovering.
5 So if you monitor these variables and make any decisions
7 about HPI solely on those variables, you can get yourself

,

*

8 in deep trouble.

9 Q. When you say deep trouble, you mean you can
10 uncover the core?

11 A. You can uncover and damage-the core.

12 , Q. Now, I would likee you to turn to page 26,
13

_ Section 4.5 of the Michelson Report --
l

14 A. Page 26?

15 Q. Yes, sir, the little numbers up at the top.
16 A. Any particular section?

17 Q. Yes.

18 First:,of all,.up at the top in the second.

,

19 paragraph it says: Full pressurizer may convince the"

20 operator to trip..the HPI pump and watch ' for subsecuent loss

21 of lev el ."

22 Then later on, 4.6 as " Pressurizer level
23 indication. The modes of decay heat removal discussed in

24 Section 3.0 point out that pressurizer level is not a
25 correct indicator of water level over the reactor core.

.
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1 During the natural circulation phase water can be draining
2 from the reactor vessel top plenum while pressurizer level
3 is slowly increasing. If the break is at the top of the'

l

4 pressurizer steam space, a rapid pressu~rizer refilling can
s

< 4- 5 occur. During the transition to boil 1rg and duringethe
,,

6 transition to pool boiling and while in-pool b' oiling the
7 level should stabilize even though the core may be
8 uncovered. Therefore pressurizer level is not considered a

- t,
9 reliable guide as to core cooling condi,tio'ns. No other

10 primary side level indication as provided there is a full
'

11 range level indicator on the second side of each steam
12 generator."

, .

13 Now, could you please expla,in that paragraph to~

i
14 the court, please, from a technical point of view?
15 A. The second one that you read?

16 Q. Yes.

17 A. Well, this is for a break, a small break in the
19 top of the press'urizer rather than the one I showed up
19 there. The concern is very similar.
20 In this case' the level will go up in the
21 pressurizer ~ and you can have a repressurization once you
22 loue the natural cirediation capability, once you have

1 23 steam
' '

in the upper candy cane as shown in the diagram on
.

24 the easel. ,, ./ . I''

|" ' ;:

25 If Mr. Michelson is concerned'that,1f the i-
.\,s - '

9

!.'/ .

' -T Y
. . . . . . . - . . . . _ . _ _ . . . . _ . , . -- ..

.
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1 operators used pressurizer'ievel as the indicator of how to-

,,t

, 2 manage HPI, that you can uncover your core, damage your,

3 core.

4 0 How, i f at all, does the \ concern expressed in
5

\̂
.-

'S this paragraph by Michelson relate to the concern expressed
'

,

>
'

6 by Mr. Dunn in Exhibit 78?,

*
'

,

-
,
'

7 THE COURT: Can I just -- you'll have to forgive
>.

< t' a8 me, professor, for asking these qu,estions, but you are
'

.

9 Csying to me, asieverybod'y I think has been saying'to me
< r,

., ,

10 all along, if'the'Ounn instructions had been known to the
'

s
11 operators and followed, we would have had no core' uncovery

,

12 in thii case, is that correct?
. i

13 THE WITNESS:<

n Yes, because you wouldn't have,

,

14 gotten into these situations that we are discussing now.
,

- 15 THE COURT: ' All right. I don' t understand how
,

|
<

) . i
16 these situations we are discussing now have any relevance.

'l '

i3 ,

[ '17 to our case) because either the Dunn instructions were
(

18 there and were followed and we had no problem or you .are.

" 19 dealing wi th 'a situation where your pressure ~, until they
20 closed the block. valve, lways below the HPI actuationwas

'
21 poin t. and yet it was,, turned off. '' '<

22 THE WITNESS: In the real accident?g

\ 23 THE COURT: In the real accident.
24 THE WITNESS: Yes. '

'

has bhis got to do wi th our25 $ THE COURT: So what
,.

/

\ 5

1

.e .-... m..e. ... . .. . = = -

e
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a '

1 case? '

'

-

2 THE WITNESS: Well, we' re going to show you a

situation later on in my testimony in which if things were
'

i

3

4 done dif ferently, following the; instructions precisely,
, r. -

i /
_ 5 that you would still get yoursclf in' trouble:. /- _4

,, .

* ,

,- .J' s..-

S THE COURT: Followin,g Dunn?
.

~~
#

>,

7 THE WITNESS: No. |Following'y.e[ existing
,

.

8 training and procedures.
' <S

9 The point of it is, the existing training agd- 1

10 procedures, as I unders'tand them, are inadequate for small

11 break LOCAs. They were never formulat'ed for small breaks.
412 They were always formulated for big breaks.

13 THE COURT: I see, according to wha t you are
'

14 teliing me, where I went wrong. That is because you used
15 the second half of the first paragraph of Exhibit 78 as a

,
16 take off point for y ur answers and I assume, therefore,

.,.

17 you were following from th'e Dunn situatidh and , as a' matter
r -

19 of fact, you are'.,not really'following from the Dunn f.-

119 situation. ou are just'saying he recognihed,certain
/, *20 principles. ' ,,-;- -

,

d- -

21 THE WITNESS: He recognized / the same concern ,of . n
'

.

/ -
. .22 this repressurization.- '

*

'
/', ~

23 THE COURT: , That's what you are. telling me.'#*

.

,,c /24 THE WITNESS: Yes, siEs },

25- THE COURT: You are sayingIthat given what the
,

,

*

3 ..-...... -.. . _ ,7--._... ... . , . . . . . . . . . . . .

-
A &
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. LOCA procedure *was at TMI-2 in March of 1979, that if that
2 had been followed,, ,-

( you would have had the condition yous

3 have been describing in these exhibits that end up in the,

4 3121 series,-is that what you are saying? That's this
.

/ 5 ' group up there, right?
,

.

6< r- THE WITNESS: Yau could have had -- it would be
7 lower steam generators for the 177 plant, but you could

/

"' ' 8 have had at least as bad, in fact, worse because of the
t

9 characteristics of the lowered steam generators...

..

f 10 THE COURT: I am beginning to follow what you
.-

7+'' 11, . are telling me.3 '

"# 12 In any event, let's go ahead.,

13 .Q . Now, on the following page, page 27, Michelson
~1

14 goes on to say: "Similar problem with the pressurizer
15 level indication is found in Section 4.5 relative to HPI

16 pump trip. A full pressurizer may convince the operator to
,

17 trip the.HPI pump anc watch for a subsecuent loss of level.-

18 Although this reyponse appears desirable, a full

19 pressurizer level may not always be a good indication of
20 hig,h water levei in the reactor coolant system."
21 Now, could you. explain what your understanding
22 is technically of that statement?

23 A. Well, my understanding is that he was concerned
24 that -- this is a section that we have for pressurizer
25 level indication. He was concerned that the high

i
. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
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1 pressurizer level may convince the operators to take out
.

2 the HPI pump, as he states, and the consequences of this '-

3 are what I have discussed before, once you eliminate your
4 in-flow of mass to the system and all you have is flow
S going out your break, then you are going to deplete ,the,_

6 mass in the system and you risk uncovering the' core and

7 damaging the core.
.

B Q. And Exhibit 5 is one example, is it, where you
9- have the high pressurizer level?

10 A. That's one example, yes.

11 Q. Now, in your opinion, Dr. Lahey, does the
12 Michelsen Report provide any lessons concerning the role of
13 the steam generators in mitigating small break loss of

14 coolant accident?

'5 A. Yes. As I have tried to. --

16 THE COURT: Let me have the question read back,
.

17 please.

18 (Repo}ted read)

19 A. Yes. That was a sery important lesson of this

20 particular document. It clearly showed that the steam

21 generators were extremely -important for small breaks. In.

22 the large breaks. there is a large amount of energy going
23 out the break and it can accommodate the energy that's

24 being input by the core from decay heat. Therefore,'the

25 system will not pressurize.

so. -r : tw:r- c c- ~r-m : rr:, -s-

_ _ _ _
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1 In the small break, there is not as much -- not

near'ly as much energy flowing out with the fl ui~d in the2,

3 break and if you do not have a significant amount of energy
4 being extracted from the steam gener'ators, you may well

5 repressurize the system and get into the case where,you can
S no longer put as much HPI flow in as is going out the break.

.

7 So for these very small breaks, smaller than had been
,

.

? analyzed and reported at this point in time by B & W, you

9 can get yourself into this problem with more flow going out
10 than you are putting in by HPI because of the higher
11 pressure.

12 O. Now, Dr. Lahey, the question has been raised and

13 I will
~ ask you specifically as to whether the lessons which

l

,
14 you've discussed from the Michelson Report in the context

I15 of the 205 plant are applicable to a 177 FA lowered loep
16 plant such as Three Mile Island Number 2 and I would like

17 you, it you will, to dig out one of your diagrams on the
18 sequence of evenjs in the Three Mile Island accident and
19 describe for'the court, if you will, whether there is any
20 difference in what you have been discussing when you talk
21 about it in the context of a 177 plant?
22 MR. FISKE: Your Honor, I don't want Professor

23 Lahey to lose the question and I'm not really objecting to
24 what Mr. Klingsberg is asking, but other -- other than I

m
25 have already objected and your Honor has overruled me --

. . ... ..._..._ ....._. . _ . . . . . . .
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1 but I do object to the characterization in the Michelson
.

2 Report as " lessons".

3 Mr. Lahey said, and I think it is clear, that
4 Michelson was asking questions about potential problems and
5 B& W responded with their views as to those proble.7s. So

-

6 I don't have any obj ection to the question, bu't.I don't
7 think -- I think it is ove,rstating it when he uses the word
8 " lessons".

9 'THE COURT: Is there some way to keep the
10 question and delete the word " lessons"?

11 Q. I will be happy to say potential problems.
12 THE COURT: Let's avoid that hereafter.

.

13 MR. KLINGSBERG: Mr. Fiske wasn't objecting and
14 I think it is fair.

15 THE COURT: He was obj ecting in a roundabout way.
16 He says he's obj ecting to the form of the question and I am
17 sustaining his objection on the form.

1B Q. Dr. Cahey, can you answer me?

| 19 A. You want me to explain essentially the
20 transition period and the role of the steam generators
21 during and after that transition period?
22 THE COURT: * Didn't you tell me that a little
23 earlier?

.

| 24 THE WITNESS: I want to show you how it is now
i
'

25 related to the 177. It is different in the 177. In f act ,

. . . . _ . . . . . . . . . _ , . . . . . . . . . . . . , _ . . . . . .
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1 it is worse. I'can explain, I believe, why.
2

.
THE COURT: Very well. Go' ahead. ~,

3 A. You_ remember when you have steam collecting in
'

4 the upper U-bend of the hot leg that natural circulation
5 ceases and it continues to have no flow until the Igvel on

~

S the primary side drains down to below the level on the
.

7 secondary side and in this picture I show here, this
.

8 picture 5 of GPU 3120, you see the level is below the
.

9 secondary side and now you have some heat transfer

10 potential where the steam can come around here and then

11 condense on the inside of the tubes, boil the secondary
12 fluid on the outside of the tubes and thereby transfer heet
13 and start to reduce the pressure in the primary side.-

1

14 In contrast to the 177 plants, because of their
15 lowered loop configuration, the transition period which is
16 the time it takes the liquid to drain down to the level of

I /
17 the secondary fluid, that's what Michelson calls that time '

18 period, this trabsition period is forever. You never get

| 19 to the point'where you'get below the secondary side,;

20 because, now as'I have shown here, as the liquid on the
21 primary side drains down, it can only drain to this point.
22' such that we have a manometer balance with the cold leg and
23 from then on any liquid, any cendensate which forms just,

I

t

24 from heat' loss to the containment will dribble over into
I' 25 the bottom of the core.
|

...-,.....,.--.,---w - - - - - - - ,
i

i
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1 The reason that's true is that the existing
~

2 procedures required the auxiliary feedwater to be-
3 controlled to this level, 50 percent , - which turns o ut to be
4 coincident with a bottom of these cold leg penetrations.

- 5 So in this case you will not cease
,

S repressurization because you are unable to get' the liquid
7 level below there. So you have a condensation surf ace such

8 that you can boli the water on-the secondary side as you do
*

9 here and extract the energy.

10 So in a 177 lowered loop plant this whole
11 concern of repressurization and thereby a mismatch between

12 the break flow out and the HPI flow in is much more,

13 exaggerated.

14 (Continued on next pag e)
.

15

16

17

18 :.
*

.

19
.

.

20
'

21

22 -

23
.

24

25
t

a

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
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1 0. JWh.ct does that maan in terms of wnat happens at
2 what time is that?,

J

3 A. This is 6:05 a. m.>

4 Q. If you lose natural circulation.

5 A. Well, in this particular view, we have not lost
J

6 natural circulation earlier in time. It just ,means that
. 7 the system. pressure will ao hicher, it's on its way up now,

8 .cnd in the other v'iews t' hat I showed you, it continues to,

9 go up, and therefore,'the HPI flow, if it were on at this
10 point, would see a continually higher and higher back
11 pressure that it would have to push against.

12 Q. Now, do you have an opinion, Dr. Lahey, as to
13 what would have been the result at Three Mile Island on

.I,

14 March 28, 1979, if Babcock & Wilcox had notified

15 Metropolitan Edison that the steam generator water level
16 control should be set at 95 percent following a reactor
17 coolant pump trip rather 'than at 50 percent as B&W had

N
18 recommended?

,
.

19 A. ,Yes, I do.

20 Q. What is that opinion?
I

~

! 21 A. In my opinion, had it been set at 95 percent,|

| 22 which was the original' design level of those steam

23 generators, the core would have suffered very little damage;
24 it would have been adequately cooled.

l 25 Do you wish me to demonstrate that with the --
|

!

SoVTMIRN D!m!C~ KY?CETi?.$. U.3 COURTHO'.5!

l
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1 0.- Yes. Do you have come diagrams en that?
2 A. Yes. -

.

3
What I am coina to do, yo ur Ho no r , is now show

4 you some
things which I would characterize as what-if; you

5 know,
~ what if this had been different; and I believe'in,

o
6 this case there are good reasons for why that might have
7 been different.
8 What I have drawn here is a picture at 6:30, so
9 what'I think I should.do is put the same diagram, for TMI on

10 at 6:30, so.that if I could have one of the assistants get
11 the 6:30 a. m. diagram, we will see the difference.
12 In this view here, at 6:30 a.m., which is the
13 po in t in time that fuel failure was clearly indicated by

.

14 all the sensors in the plant, had you had your level at 95-

15 percent rather than 50 percent, as was actually the case,
16 now. the water which can only f all on the primary side to
17 this level, would have a ' condensing surface, would see a
la surf ace over which the _ steam in the primary side could

' ' . i

19 condense, thereby extract energy from the system. All

2n right. . -

21 There would have a number of features. One o f
22 the things it would do is it would depressurize the system,
2? and the other thing it would do is form another natural

,

.

24 circulation path sueg that the liquid now which is able to
25 condense, as it condenses on this side will run over into

.

SC;tTHIRN D!57FICT RE*0F. TIT.5 U.3 COURTHOUSE
. . . . .
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I the d;'r3, .come up and -- into the core region you would
h ,!, ff'

2 have ca s,l: tam flow up into the steam *generaters, andy, ,
o ! ,, :

) }g-e,
3 con engiKg' into the steam generators, so there would be a

h .

pa th bh, ab}ch you would produce energy and you would4

''p,%, Q '
5 ext ($ctJ etiergy, which would be in a balance.

.

-r7
. >>

,f",ns" I' 'i . 'The other thing it would do is it would allow6-

'/ , p', jurizer to drain because the pr7' the' es essurizer has

el eS*ht, I heaters in it, and all during the accident theyR.

,,yjf,"
9 were;on' at ful1 level in an attempt to pull a bubble and

J '' '.

10 lower that level. ~

11 Well, they would now see a system which was no

12 longer continually going up at high pressure, but rather
' t,

. . .t .

|
13 was ho,141no pressure or slightly depressurizing, and they --

|
' . , .,,

,

14 you wou}dibe able then to build up pressure in the
. i ;',.

15 pres e,( er and push the wa ter ~ out.

t ,' p - ) .\
1 ..

16 It turns out, if you go through the scenario,
,

g C.F',,

17 thyid'rainMrate of the pressurizer, because of those,

j*,il
18 electe,(ejl heaters,-would then be enough to displace this

/
,

.), .. .,.

| 19 watgeg Qh,-[ch wa s held up in the pressurizer, and the amount
si

K ~' g .I.,) .,
,

| I '

20 of 'W the volume of water in the pressurizer would be

| 21 sufdia'[[ttocover the core.
~

1U, y
, ),, o ;p r ,-

22 , }' 3 p From that point on, yo .: would have a natural
i.pM .(

ci r p J p i,e| 23 n cooling and it's my assumption that you would --
. , ryy s. -

thegpdf:a;torswouldturnonHPI.24

.,, p ' p_ ,

R 25 - h''' ' However, the conditions.would be' stable even if
.kki-o

n.1
',b', '

.

a ([i' $0*.* N It N 0 * 9 ',7. 'I'087E?.! U! 00'U 7 0**.9
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1 they did not turn on HPI. You would have a s'ituation in
2 which you had natural circulation in the sense you boil

3 water in the core, you form steam, the st'eam goes through

the steam generators, condenses in this region here, which4

5 is not
. the full length but certainly is suf ficient length,

6 and the liquid would then come down, pour ove.r the We are
7- here, this raised region into the downcomer, up through the
8 core, repeat the cycle, so it would be a' stable

9 conficuration; but I think clearly when.the operators would
10 see this. situation they would have gone to HPI.
11 At least, that has been their testimony, they
12 went to HPI with lower levels.

_

13 0 As I understand, you have two points:

14 One, if the pressuri:cr level coming down under
15 these circumstances induced the actuation of HPI, you say
16 the core would have remained covered, is that correct?

17 A. One po in t is, as I contrast these two,-you see
18 this case which is the actual case, the bicek valve is

1
19 closed. I made all the same assumptions at Three Mile

20 Island, block valve was closed at 6:19 a. m., we are nowt
,

l 21 'looking at it 6:30 in both cases. The only difference is I

22 have allowed the secondary side level to ao high. As a

23 consequence of this, you are no longer pressurizing the
24 primary system.

.

! 25' In this case, you can -- all the energy that is
i

SOUn!!AN Otm!CI REPORTIR1 U i. COCK 3?OUSE
. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
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l1 put into the, primary system by the core.cannot be extracted
,

i2 by'the steam cenerator. In. fact none of it can ba.[ .i

2

3 extracted fro'm the steam cenerator. Nothing is goin: Aut
;

I4 the break. So t h e a l y t ; .' - - tha *. ha ppen s 's y* . 5. * 1d up '

.

-5 the pressure.

6 Because you are building up pressure in this
. 7 system, the heaters which are on in the pressurizer will

,

8 not al'1ow -- will not -- there is not'enouch power in those
'

,

9 heaters to build up steam fast enou:;'- in this pressurizer
10 to push the water out.

! 11 That is because of this loop seal con, figuration.
12 Its that you are unable to have the water tiew out until

,

|13 you have a pressure differential between here and he're.
,

,

i
14 The higher pressure has to be here. In this case here you I

-

15 are not pressurizing the system because the steam

16 generators are removing heat.

17 As a consequence, you can build up enough'

18 pressure in the, pressurizer to push the wa ter out, break
.

19 down the loop. eal, and it will go directly into the core.
|

| 20 As you see, this water here, which I show
: .

| 21 flowing backwards, would be in a loop like this, so that if
|

22 the water came in here it would drain directly into the
23 core, just from the back region.

24 Q. Just to come back again, you are saying that if,

l 25 the drop in pressurizer level caused an HPI actuation, that
i

|

scentts :::sm: ts er in. c.s crr.me;;r
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1 that would hava savsd the core at that point?.

2 A. Without -- with or Without. The conditionsi

3 would be stable in this configuration even if HPI were not
4 out on.

5 O. I am coinq co take them one at a time. If HPI-

6 >

were put on because of the level drop?
7 A. It would clearly refill the system.
8 Q. Even if HPI w'asn't put on, yoO would have
9

induced natural circulation an.d that could keep the core

10 covered?

11 A. Right.
You would have induced the mode of heat

12
transfer that Michelson calls full boiling which is really

13 a form of natural circulation.
.

I

14 Q. In actuality,'the actual Exhibit, what is that?
,

i15 A. 3108.

16 Q. 3108 on March 28, 1979, between 6 and 6:30, had
17 natural circulation been lost?
18 A. Oh,.yes.

. . ,

19 Q. Was tha t attributable to any- extent to the fact
20 that the steam generator levels were set at 50 percent

21 rather than. 95 percent?

22 A. Right. As I mentioned befo re, because the level
23 is at 50_ percent, and the minimum level.that you can get on
24 the primary side is above that, you cannot establish that
25 mode of cooling in the steam generator. You can.not have

.

sotinen osm= nzrcr.ms.v.s. counnoust

-
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** 1 that typ2 of notural circulation.

2 Q. Is l't, , your testimony that.if the levels had been
, .

,

3 set at 95 percent by B&W and that had been done on the day

4 of the accident, that there would not have been core

5 uncovery?

6- A. Yes, it's my testimony that --- well, I don't

7- believe I said there wouldn't have been core uncovery.
~

8 There may have been some core uncovery. But my testimony.

9 is that the re-covery, because of -- when you close the

10 block valve the repressurization in the pressurl:er would

11 drain the pressurizer at a rate sufficient to reflood the

12 core to prevent any significant core damage.

13 Q. And you wouldn't have had the fuel damage that
| 14 you had on the day of the accident?.

15 A. That's my testimony, yes.

16 Q. I would like to direct your attention to a

17 document marked as GPU Exhibit 612. Do you have a copy of

18 that?
,

' ' .
19 A. I am still looking. 612?

20 Q. Yess

21 A'. Yes, I do.

22 Q. I direct your attention to this document which

23 is a' memorandum from Mr. Jones of B&W to Mr. Engel dated

24 March 14, 1977. relating to' auxiliary feed water steam

~] 25 genera tor overfill problem.
,

SCUM!PN D!m!OT RETORTIF.!. U.$. COL *F WOUSE
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1 I direct your attention particularly to the
-

2 second page of the document as'well as the first The
% t

3 second page says in handwritina, " Aftersteam line break
,

i

4 ESFASinitiates auxiliary feedwater flow by stcrting the AFW

5
~

pumps and opening the AFW isolation and control valves.'

o

6 Operator action is required to terminate AFW ficw or the

7 steam generator will overfill in about 11' minutes. '

I

8 Operator action within 11' minutes is not allowed by [

9 the NRC."

10 On the first page there is also a discussion

11 which you can read, particularly with reference to the
|
;

12 po rtion 'which sta tes, " Th e present NRC accepted small leak

13 analysis for the 105 FA plants is given in BAW-10074A

14 Revision 1 and uses a '40-foot level in the steam generator
.

I15 for auxiliary feedwater control. For small breaks, i

16 continued operation of the auxiliary feedwater system helps

17 depressurize the primary system. Therefore, no analysis

18 presently exists for the 205 FA plants which supports the
1

19 conclusion that a 6-foot level is acceptable for mitigating ,

1

20 small breaks. However, there is presently some concern as

21 to whether the steam generator model in the CRAFT code,

1 22 which calculates the. blowdown during the accident, is that

23 correct."
.

24 Then skipping a sentence, "At the completion of

25 that program it will be determined whether a 6-foot level

;

SOU*H!RN O!GIC WOGM U! COU77 HOUSE
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'~

'

1 is acceptable."
--

2 Can you explain to the court your understandingT'- 7
i

.

3 of the discussion of the steam generator overfill problem
4 in this decument? -

5 MR. FISKE: Your Honor, number one, this
,

& document, I don' t believe , has been offered in evidence,
- 7 and I think with respect to many of the documents we

~

8 haven't obiected because they were discussed in the.

*

9 depositions and there was the author of the document who

10 explained what the purpose of the document was, what the
i

11 discussion was about.

12 There is no such discussion that I know o f wi th
13 respect to this document. It's just surfaced, and was

14 marked at a deposi tion, and ~now they have apparently just
.

.15 want to of fer it in-evidence and have, Prof. Lahey look at
16 this document and presumably start testifying about I den?t

,

17 know what; but I' don't know that we have the whole story

!18 here, whether there is iust one isolated document that
". :

119 relates to the 205 plants, not the 177 plants. ,

20 I really am not sure I know where all this is

21 going. Maybe this will all . turn out to be innocuous, but I
22 have an uneasy feeling it won't be.

23 THE COURT: Probably in terms of the evidentiary
24 aspects of this, no question of the document's authenticity?

~l 25 MR. FISKE: No, we don't dispute that.

sormtr. s ::mic r.sentrits c5 cc;truc ;st i
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.

1 THE COURT: On that basis I will permit it to be

2 use used, and we will see where we go from there.

3 0 Could you explain the problem discussed in this

4 document from a technical point cf view, Dr. La he y?

5 A. The pro?,lem has to do with the ef fect of steam '

--

o

6 generator water level on -- for small break accidents. B&W

7 had a procedure in effect in which wher. the auxiliary feed "

8 water came on, it would control to a high level. In that

9 case'it was 40 feet.

10 In fact, if your Honor wishes, I could put on

11 that 205 diagram again.

12 You have it there.
.

13 And the problem was it wouldn't turn off when it
w

14 got to 40 feet. It had to be manually' turned off Inr the
,

15 operators, and the concern was that if the operators only
i

16 had a limited amount of time when you had both aux. feed f

17 wa ter pumps inj ecting wa t'er , and if you didn' t turn it off
!

18 at 40 feet, you could overfill the system and the water |
I

'
.

19 would get carried out the steam lines into the turbine and '

20 presumably damage the turbine.

'21 So the concern of this was, one, over the fact

22 that the water level,was -- had to go ,very high as it was

:23 presently configured, and No. 2, that had to do with the --
.

24 this requirement fo r that 40-foot lovel had to do with -

25 small break LOCA mitigation, and at least as I understand

soemns e:s ncr r.trer ns r.s crr Mern
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1 1.t the authors ware concerned as te which was the worse

2 problem, having the high level ~and thereby bainq able to_q
.

3 mitigate the small break LOCA. For all the reasons I

4 discussed here, the higher the level, the sooner you get to

5 the condensation phase, and thereby start to depressurize
i

6. the system, vs. the problem of having the level go so high

.
7 that it may carry over and do ' mechanical damage to the

'

8 turbine.
,

.

9 So that is my understanding of the first page.

10 The second page basically recommends a change to

11 automatically control the level to hold it down at 6 foot

12 rather than going to 40 foot, so that in this change notice,

13 the recommendatien was to never'go to the high levels,
_

'

14 which is -- which were the levels that Michelson assumed in

15 his analysis.

16 And as a footnote, I might say that even with

17 those high levels', Michelson had concern, and with these

18 low levels, it'.s much more aggravated. The transition time
".

19 is much longer.

20 Q. I would'like to show you GPU 323, which

21. is the copy of the Michelson report that we got from the

22 Babcock & Wilcox files, which was reviewed by Mr. Jones,

23 according to his testimony in deposition, and marked up in

24 the margin, and I'd like to direct your attention in

"l 25 particular to page 6 where Jones, who was the author of

$C"THIRN DISTK!CT RI?CKNR$. U1 CCUKTHO*.*3E
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1 Exhibit 612, where they talk about reducing the level from

2 40 foot to 6 foot, writes in the margin in hand' writing,

3 " Problem, they are assuming 40-foot levels."

4 Do yo u se e tha t?,

5 A. Yes, I do. .

_

6 0 Is it a problem that Michelson was assuming

7 40-foot levels while B&W had reduced the level to 6 feet?

8 THE COURT: Where are we?

9 THE WITNESS: Page 6, your Honor.

10 MR. FISKE: I object to tha form of the question.

11 I don't know what the problem is that Mr. Kling sbe rg it

12 talking about.

13 THE COURT: Why don't you rephrase that.

i
'

14 Q. Mr. Jones says that there is a problem, they are

15 assuming 6-foot levels. Is there any concern, Dr. La h e y ,

i16 that Michelson was -- there was any cause for concern from
,

,

17 a technical point of view, based on your understandina,

19 that Michelson,in his report was assuming a 40-foo t level

' ' . .

19 while B&W will reduced the level to 6 feet? ..

20 MR. FISKE: Yo u r Ho no r , I object that question.

21 If you look at Mr. Jones's memo, the one that is Exhibit
i

22 412, right at the very first part of the second paragraph,

23 it talks about because of the seriousness of the overfill 1

24 problem. ECCS, that is Mr. Jones gives tentative approval

'

25 to the fix, which is I auess the 6 foot level that Mr.

SoJTHIRN DliTRICT REPCRTERS. U.S. CoilRTHCUSE
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.|
. . .

,

11 Klingsberg has been talking about, so obviously they are i

|
2 balancinq or debatinc in the Jones 612 memo two different ,

_.3
. }

-

3 problems. One is the problem of overfill as I believe
~

4 Prof. Lahey described it, and the other is the 6-foot level,
5 and apparently with the concurrence of ECCS they came out

6' with the 6-foot level.

7' I don't see how Mr. Michelson was involved in --
-

9 no indication that the Michelson report that he was-

~

9 involved in that kind of a censideration. So I don't see

10 how you really relate these two.

11 THE COURT: Can I have the question back, please?

12 (Record read)

13 THE COURT: I am going to as k to yo u g e t the

14 question a little bit' firmer. I will sustain that
.

.

15 objection.

16 MR. KLINGSBERG: Surely, your Honor. I will

17 reframe *it.

18 Q. Dr . -La he y, you have iust explained Exhibit 612
;'

19 where there is the discussion of the' reduction of the steam
20 generator level from 40 foot to 6 foot. You have also

21 testified that Michelson report assumes a 40-foot, and yo u
22 have seen Jones writes in the margin in his handwriting,
23 " Problem, they are assuming 40-foot levels."

24 My question to you is very simple: Is there any
~l 25 more or less cause for concern by a reduction of the level

sxusrs :~:m: rrec ru a c~:v =~:~
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,

,
.

I to 6 . foot as compared with the 40-foot that Michelson

- 2 assum d in his scenario? '

/ *

.

3 MR. FISKE: That is exactly my problem, your
~

4 Honor. Ca use for concern about what?
*

5 MR. KLINGSBERG: We are going to find out from
-

6 the witness. It will take him two sentences.to explain.

7- THE' COURT: I think frankly you have already i
.

,

i

8 answered that question in another form, b'ut I will let you
.

9 do it'again.

'10 THE WITNESS: OK. I think I have.

11 THE COURT: I think you have.
'

|
12 ,'A.t Let me show you the picture one more time here !

Jli
13 of thdb205 plant, which is what Mr. Michelso'n was concerned

i

14 a b o u t . ',

i

15 f' The steam -- as you may recall, once you break,

hural circulation and you continue draining off the16 down

17 liquid, the point' at which you stop pressurizing the system,

18 it stops going ,up in pressure, is when you then drop the
: ' ' .

| 19 level 6n the primary side below that on the secondary side,

20 and then condensation occurs and you remove energy and'you
,

,

21 start to depressurize; and this allows to you get down

22 where HPI can then do, some good for you.

| 23 If your level is down here at 6 foot, the time

24 period that it takes for your level on the primary side to

25 drop down there is much longer than it takes it to cross
,

('

'*{ [\ SOUrHERN DISn!CT F.EPORTERf. UJ. COUETHOUSE
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. .

. .

1 over when'it',s.trying to go up to 40 feet.
i

' So the length of time over which t.he pressure is | !2; '

s !

|
'

3 high, in this figure 3124, the length of time over which '

l
4 you have a hich pressure, and therefore cannot ' inject HPI '

1

5 at the same rate as which you are discharging it out the I
'

,

& break, is longer. And because of that it makes everythina
7- worse in terms of -core uncovery. You have a longer period,

~
8 of time in which you are reducina the level in the reactor,

9 system.

10 THE COURT: You also have a-smaller area of heat '

11 transf er possibility, isn't that riaht?

12 THE WITNESS: Absolutely, absolutely, so when

13 you finally get to a configura tion when fou are below, you
!

14 have less possibility for this natural circulation mode for, '

15 the steam condensa tion.

16 So f rom both points of view, for a small break.

17 LOCA, it's much. better to' have a high secondary level than

1? a low one..
-

,

. . , .

19 O. Just so the record is clear, because you point
20 - to the chart, when you say 6-foo t level and 40-foo t level

21 you are referrina to the level in the steam cenerato r on
22 the secondary side?

23 'A. That's correct, in'3120, GPU 3120.

24 THE. COURT: Is this a new subject?

l 25 MR. KLINGSBERG: If I'could just ask two more
-

SOUTHERN O!!T).!CT KEf'CRTIK5 U2 COURTHOU!!
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.

I cuestions on that..

2 THE COURT: You tell me when you want to break. ~

;I

3 MR. KLINGSBERC: Thank you, yo ur Honor . .

4 Q. I show you now Exhibit 3517 for identification,
5 znd Exhibit 2208 for identification .

'

e
6 Exhibit 3517 is a memo from B&W's files from
7 Karrasch to Pittman, Natural Circulation Mode of Operation,

discusses analysis of na~tural circulation data acquiredP
to

9 date at a /KOEPB slows the level set point can be reduced

10 from 95 percent on the operation range 'to 50 percent, and
11 Exhibit 2208 is a memorandum from Aooers to Herbein, Rogers

12 of B&W to Herbein of Metro Edison, dated July 31, 1974,

13 referring to a 50 percent high level set.
i

14 You have already testified, Dr. La he y, that the

15 level control on the steam generator based on your

16 understandino was reduced from 95 percent to 50 percent for

17 a 177 plant such as TMI.

IP Did,you rely on these documents for those
''

, .
19 conclusions?

20 A. Yes, I did.

21 MR. KLINGSBERG: This is an appropriate time,
22 your Honor .

.

23 THE COURT: We will take a ten-minute recess.
.

24 (Recess)
' 25

.
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1 BY MR. KLINCSBERG:-

2 Q. I'd now like to show'you GPU Exhibi.t 613, which

3 is a memo from Mr. Shah of ECCS Analysis to Dr. Roy, the

4 manager of the plant design section. I direct your

5 attention particularly to the portion under the heading
a

S " introduction" which says "we have, at present, an NRC

7 approved small break LOCA analyses for the 205 plants. The
'

8 approved analyses were done using an AFW level control of,

9 40 feet. Subsequent to the analysis, the level control.has

10 undergone a design change where the FOCG system now

11 controls the auxiliary FW at a4 foot level in the

12 secondary side of a steam generator. The old level, 40
.

13 foot, control is non-safety grade whereas the new one is

14 sa fety grade thus protecting the steam lines from the. steam

15 generator ' overfill' condition. A new LOCA analysis is now

16 necessary to verify that the new level control wil'1

17 mitigate the consequences'of a small break in the RC

18 primary piping wholly in compliance with the requirements
.

. . ,

19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix K."

20 Can:you help us, Dr. Lahey, by explaining the

21 reference in this memo which I have read?

22 A. The question is will I explain the reference?

23 'Q . Yes, the portion that I have reviewed.

24 A. It is what I talked about before the break, that

~

25 they have switched from the original design level. on the

SoCTHiRN DISTK!CT R1*CRTER5. US CotRTHoVSE
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.

I secondary side of the steam generator of 40 feet to a much

'

2 lower level because of concern hbout overfilling the,

3 generator, and they realized that there are some
,

4 implieptions in ' ms of loss of coolant accident analysis,
,

~
and this is a report on such an analysis.5

s

5 Q. Would you explain to the Cour t -- briefly

7' summarize and explain the nature of the small break
.

8 analysis which is discussed in this memorandum,

9 particularly insofar as it relates to the matters,which you
10 have previously been talking about in your testimony.

11 A. B& W defines small breaks, at least at this

12 point in time, as a break of size .5 foot square or less,

13 and they are now doing an analysis of the smaller breaks,
i

14 and they are looking -- if you look under " characteristic

15 importance of a small break LOCA," in the second paragraph,

16 your Honor,'you will see the line that says:

17 "The four important phases of a small break LOCA,

!

18 can be described as follows: (1) forced circulation
( ' ' ..

19 coastdown," this is the period in which you have the

| 20 natural circulation' of the single and then two-phased

21 mixture. Number 2, " quiescence period blowdown," that's

22 what Mr. Michelson ca.11s the transition period when you are
i

| 23 draining down unti.1 you get to the level -- the primary
i -

24 level gets to the same elevation as the secondary side

f I' 25 level. Number 3, " boiling pot period." this is the
,

|
i

'
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I situation in which you now have the core operating in more
|

2 or less a po'ol boiling type mod ~e with steam going around
:

3 and condensing. Then finally ".1ong term cooling" in which

4 .there is a clear balance between the energy produced.by the

5 core and extracted by the various means.
>

6- So they are certainly aware of all these

7- phenomena for-small break LOCA, and this report does an .

'

8 analysis on various break sizes at various locations.,

9 Q. What's the purpose of that analysis, a,s you
10 ' understand it in relation to the 40-foot level which is
11 indicated as approved by the NRC and the 6-foot level to

12 which they went as indicated in the prior exhibit?,

13 A. To try to determine whether the lowering of the
.

14 secondary level and the consequent lengthening of the

15 transition period, that is the period of time over which

16 the system pressure is high, has some adverse consequences

17 on the core, name'ly uncovery of the core.

18 Q. I no.w show you Exhibit 616, which is a Babcock &
-

.,

19 Wilcox preliminary report of -safety concerns from N. H.

20 Shah of ECCS An'alysis, the same man who wrote the previous

21 memo. It is signed on the bottom "Bert Dunn" on 4/4/78.

22 Can you explain to the court the concern, preliminary

23 safety concern, in Exhibit 616?

24 A. The concern . is when they did the analysis -- or <

> 25 the motivating f actor for doing the analysis is what we

SoUTHIRN DISTR!c~ RIPoRTIR$. U.S. CoURTHot!!
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e

l' just described', that it only has a 6-foot level, and the
*

-q 2 fact is when they did the analysis, as the figures r.how at.

3 the back of the previous document, the core'does in; fact

4 uncover for a .05 square foot break. This is a repor
J\'

5 which was filed by Mr. Shah onee he calculated that' result bd
- >

. b

.6 with their craft code, that in fact a .05 square f$St break ~ <
>

p

7- at the pump discharge.causes the core to uncover dor the 6-foc.
- ''

8 level control in the steam generator, and.
- t . ,

the st'a ter.ent isj
\

9 that the design change to a 6-foot level control.does not

10 provide-a safe. acceptable result. That's a quote from this.

11 Q. . What do,es it say after tha'?
q> ~ ,

12 A. It sa ys " fo r a sa f e pl an t ope r a ti o,n' the system
~

,..R /-
'

.

design needs to be modified to avoid the pnieceptable13

)r- a .

I 14 consequences of a 6-foot auxiliarp feedwater level cont;ol ."

15 This can be done inanumberofways,butbe[issayingthat
4

16 something needs to be done. ['

17 Q. Now I 'show you' Exhibit 2202, which is the '

18 December activi. ties report from Bert Dunn, manager of ECCS
t

. ,

.

! 19 Analysis, to Dr. Womack, ihe manager of; plant design. . I ', ;'
,

n .I
20 Please turn to , paragraph B entitled "205 auxiliary ,z| {Am-

.

,

'

21 feedwater level control." -
'

/
'

22 You mentioned in your la's't answer that several h

( p \es
23 changes could be made to deal with the prob 1'2m Ulpa,t tyou9

' , , .

24 discussed. Please explain the two changeg that'are|

l

fI 25 discussed here and how they relate to resolving the steam
/ O
\

SoUTHIRN D!!TK!CT'R!roK~tRS. U1 Coi'KTHoC5! .
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I

[ #t,. ,

- - -

1 generator 1sv91 concern.
_

-

.
1

12 A. Well, the two change's suggested by Mr. Dunn in -

' '
.

}3 ,this activities. report are , orie , you could increase the, '

(i .
ci -

steam generator \ avel' to a higher level such as 20 feet or4 1l
i s t ,

5 somewh,ere in the range 20 to 4d feet or increase the HPI
, r s-

y. 6- indow, and that would mean either getting.a'large or
~

\
>

higher head pump or, .,, making some o* j.h er mechanical change in
*'"

. 7-
-

a +
8, ,

.
s -

8 order to get more flow into the sy,s: tem by HPI.
o.

*
.

1

~y .- .

I now show you Exkibibf2201, which is,a
'

; 9 Q. '
-

.) b
'

'

10 memorandum produced to '$s f rdm the B& W files. I direct
,s .

'
,. N \{<<

b 11 your att'ention to page.1, paragraph 1,:su,ction 3, the
ir

'

'12 ' second b, ,.oph at the bottom. I ask :you to explain what

U3 that means?;
'

:.

14 . , ,A. It starts.out, "The importance of"?,

.
-

,
,

7 15 Q. Yes.

, a-
a \ 16 A. "The importance of once through. steam generator

!
'

s, , .
. .

17 level on LOCA analysis will be readily ap' parent for both'
-

. ; o[( 18 proposed f i x e s . .". 'idat!s the two fixes that we talked about,3 .

.

19 HPI and level. "The dual level set point change," that ist . ,
- ~P

, ( .,t
,

,, .,

\ ) .. 30 going tot a high "Ievel for!LOCA mitigation, "is expected to,

d\*

,
i t

i t 1 -21 ' raise t.he obvious Jguestion as to why high steam generator
\

'

l
'

22 level is required, and this could provoke an NRC review of
|

23 the o'nce through steam generator level effects on small
'

24J breaks.. B& W.has''never admitted that once through steam

\ _~( /
generator''per#crmance. is a key f actor to small break LOCA25

h 3 /.
< v
.

y,,c s -
,

~

,

s- n o ,

yI( |f souTHIt[4 Dr$7?CT LEPCRTIts.U1 rO.RTHoUSE
'

r
. . 3 ), . m s ..... ...

kL7 ' (d 4
( 4,

. . . . . . . .

I
: c ,(,y { :

''
i
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.

.

1 mitigation. If th2 prosont co thrC. ugh steam generator or
-

* *:s
, , 2 secondary model in. craft is fou^nd to be nonconservative by
Ls -

3 the NRC," and then in parenthesis it says "it is
4 nonconservative," "a small break reanalysis may be required.

5 The dual set point change is thus viewed to have the
-

o

6 largest potential impact in the long run in both analysis
7 and equipment change areas."

~
"

8 Q. Can you explain that?
.

9 A. The author of this document, it is not *

10 identified,.is concerned that because they have not

11 identified -- because they have not told the NRC how

12 impo r tant steam generator heat transfer and level is for

13 small break LOCA, tha't if they go to that fix, if they go
'

I
- 14 to.the higher level and highlight it to the NRC, that there

.15 may be some repercussions to B & yt.

16 MR. FISKE: Your Honor, I am going' to object to
'

' 17 Professor Lahey in effect'being called'upon to make

18 characterizations.
..

19 THE COURT: Yes, I will strike that.

20 MR..FISKE: There is no technical expertise here.

21 THE COURT: It is stricken.

22 Q. .Let me ask you a technical question. Is it a

|
23 hact that the once through steam generator level -

24 performance is a key factor to small LOCA mitigation?

f| 25 MR. FISKE: Is that in the context of the 205
.

[ SOUTHERN Dt!T11CT REPCRTIR$. U.S. COUKTHOU>i
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1 plants, that quastion? I think it is importcnt; your Honor,
-

2 in fairness, that all of this a these memos t. hat we have,

3 been looking at dealing with this problem relate to the 205

'

4 plants, none of which were operating at the time. They

5 were still; under construction. So this 40-foot versus

S- 6-foot level wasn' t something that related directly to the

7- 177's. If they want to try to tie it in later, that's fine..

8 MR. KLINbSBERG: We are going to tie it in in a,

9 minute, your Honor, later in this document..

10 THE COURT: I undetstand Mr. Fiske's point and

11 yours as well. Go ahead.
,

12 Q. Isn't it a fact that the once through steam

13 generator level per formance is a key factor in small break
*

.

14 LOCA mitigation?
.

15 A. Yes. As I have already testified, it is

16 extremely important for small break LOCA mitigation. It is

17 also, if anything', even more important for the 177 plants
_

18 than the 205, and I believe I have demonstrated that with
.

. . ,

19 diagrams previously.

20 Q. Do you know what the craft code is?

21 A. It is a proprietary computer code that is used

~

22 by B & W for analysis, safety analysis.

23 Q. Does it apply to 177 as well as 205 plants?

24 A. Yes. It is a general code. It is a nodal type

25 code. .

soumran orsme monms.us. ceuxmouss
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e *

1 0.- In othor words, it shows moro cooling than
,' 2 actually occurs?- *

i

s
'

3 A. Yes. During this transition phase, it would
4 overestimate t, hat.

5 Q. Now, would you please explain the note? ~

-
,

5 A. Would you like me to read it?

7 Q. I'll read it and ask some techn~ical questions. -

'

8 THE COURT: Don't read it. Let the witness read
"

9 it.
*.

10 Q. Would you read the note and then I'll ask you a
11 question on it, please.

.

12 A. You want me to read it out loud?
'

13 THE COURT: No, please don't. I can read it,
i

14 too, all right.

15 (Pause.)
:

16 Q. Now, Dr. Lahey, there is reference to IEoTSG's.

17 Wha t is tha t?

18 A. Tha t.'s an alphabe t soup for Integral Economi er
''
. ;

+19 Once Through Steam Generator. It is a design that was used

20 in the 205 plants.

21 Q. Now, the note says: "Regardless of the final

22 fix which is chosen f.or the 205 FA Plants, B& W must avoid

23 additional small break exposure on the operating plants.
'

24 our 177 FA customers have just recently paid for a small

[~l 25 break reanalysis. It is highly important that ECCS

;

| $OUTWIRN O!!TR!CT REPOATTRI. U.S. COURTHOU11
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1 catcblish thai,r pocition of SG modeling techniquest-

2 evaluation model changes, if re' uired, should .be presentedq

3 as appropriate only for the B & W plant types which employ
^

4 the IEOTSG's." -

5 So you are seying the plant types that supply
a

6 the IEOTSG's are only the 205 plants?

7- A. Tha t's correct.. -

B Q. Now, in point of fact or in your opinion, were,

'

9 the proposed chanles in' steam generator model tee.hniques

10 also necessary for 177 FA plants?

11 MR. FISKE: I will object to that.
,

12 THE COURT. With that foundation, I am going to

13 sustain that.

14 Q. Is it important for nuclear safety to have a

15 level dependent model for 177 plants?-.

16 MR. FISKE: Your Honor, I am going to object to

17 this. I don' t think Profe'ssor Lahey is in any position to

18 comment on this. document. This is something that requires
.

. . ,

19 technical explanation in the way that perhaps some of the

20 other documents have. This document is plain on its f ace.

21 MR. KLINGSBERG: This is my concluding two

22 questions which I have been building up to for the last

three' quarters of an hour and I think that it is extremely23 -

24 important.

25 MR. FISKE: Well, I mean, your Honor, i'm not
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1 curo that tha cdmiscibility of Gvidenco dap nds on how long,

.

2 you have been building up to get there.-

,

t

T'ese documents, your Honor --3 MR. KLINGSBERG: h

4 these are very complicated technical documents.

5 THE COURT: Let me hear the question without
-

o

6 getting an answer.

7 MR. XLINGSBERG: I will reframe it.

'8 THE COURT: Read it back.

9 (Record read)

10 MR. FIS'KE : My objection to this is you would

11 have to know what the background is to know whether it is

12 necessary to make the changes for 177s. This author says I
i
i

13 think we have to make them for 205s but I don't think we
~

14 have to make them for 177s.
j
l

15 How can Professor Lahey comment one way or

16 another without knowing all'the facts? This is just one
,

i

f
17 document.

;

18 MR. KLINGSBERG: That's not what the document '

' ' .

19 says. It says they must avoid exposure on the operating
,

20 plants which are the 177 plants and he says the customers

| 21 have just paid for a small break reanalysis.

22 MR. FISKE: The'y don't want --
,

23 MR. XLINGSBERG: What the witness is going to

24 testify about is the extent to which we just showed -- I

~~l 25 don't know if'your Honor wants me to anticipate it or not,

|
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. .

l' but I will explain it,'if you want me to rather than tho.
,

.

2 witness. -

,

- -

.

3 MR. FISKE: I have sort of a continuing

4 objection to this whole procedure of putting isolated memos*

5 out of the B & W files before Professor Lahey who wasn't
'

6 there, wasn't part of the discussion doesn't know perhaps

7. what other memos there are, what conversations there are
.,

9 about all of these things and they put one piece of paper
,

9 in front of him, and take one paragraph and say, what do

10 you think that means, Professor Lahey? And then he goes

11 off with his answer. I just think this is a totally

12 inappropriate procedure to begin with. It certainly is
.

13 inappropriate in cases where there isn't some technical
c -

14 phrase or something which yo~ur Honor needs assistance in
-

.

15 interpreting.

16 I have no objection when he wants to tell you

17 what an IEOTSG is. I was-glad to hear that myself. But

18 with respect 'to,these other things as to who is' concerned
. . ,.

19 about what and what do you think the problem is here,

20 Professor Lahey, I just think is totally inappropriate.

21 MR. KLINGSBERG: I think I might be able to,

22 obviate by jumping to my conclusory question.

23 THE COURT: Let's do that.

24 Q. Dr. Lahey, what, in your opinion, would a level

25 dependent loss of coolant analysis have shown as to the
a

4
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1 adcquacy of the 50 parcant level which wa have shown was.

.

*

2 established for the B & W 177 FA lowered loop plants?.
, , -' j

3 A. As I have shown your Honor with diagrams, the 50
'

4 percent. level is completely inadequate.becausa it gives you

5 an infinite transition time. You never get the level'of
.. ,

6 the -- you can never get the level of the primary fluid
7 below that of the secondary fluid. Sor it would have .

'

.

P, clearly shown that it was inadequate.

9 Q. Now, in light of that answer, can you.tell the

10 court whether a level dependent analysis was required for

11 the 177 plant as well as for the 205 plant?

12 MR. FISKE: I object to th a t , your Honor.
. .

13 THE COURT: I'll sustain it.
1

14 MR. KLINGSBERG: I think we have it, your Honor.-

15 MR. FISKE: I think your Honor ought to know

16 since there is no date on this document. To the best we

17 have been able to' determine, this document was produced or

18 written some time in late February or early March ok 1979.
".

19 0 The document states -- strike that.

20 Do you have an opinion, Dr. Lahey, as to what

21 the consequences would be by B & W avoiding further

22 analysis or reanalysi,s of the 177 FA plant 50 percent level?

23 MR. FISKE: I object to that. There is no
.

24 evidence that they avoided it, your Honor.

| 25 THE COURT:. I'll sustain it. +
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1 MR, KLINGSBERGt I think your Honor hos th?
*

, ,,

^ ,

2 conclusion and we'll stand on that. - '
*

* . .
v r

i-

3 THE COURT: All right. |

}

4 Q. Now, turning to another subject. '

5 MR. KLINGSBERG: The essence of this, your
J

6- Honor, which I was trying to establish.with the other

7 questions on the 205 plants they analyzed the drop from the. .
.

~

8 40 to the six foot. 'They decided that based on a similar.

9 analysis to what Michelson did they found the six, foot
10 analysis was inadequate and they went back to the 40 and

i

11 they never did it on the 177 and that's how they, ended up
12 hith the 53.

13 MR. FISKE: Quite the contrary. I think this

14 analysis was still going on in February of 1979.
.

15 .THE COURT: Can I treat this all as counsel '

16 argument and disregard it?

17 Q. Dr. Lahey, do you have an opinion as to what !

i-

18 would have been.the result at Three Mile Island on March 28,
''
,

19 1979, if the surge line on the pressurizer had been

20 vertical instead of having a loop seal configuration?

21 A. Yes.
4

22 MR. FISKE: I just object to that on the grounds
23 that'I never understood that there was any claim in.this
24 case that there was any defect in the design.

25 THE COURT: Is that so? .
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